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1. Introduction 
Let f be a function holomorphic in the set { z E @ : 1 z 1 > R}, for some positive R. Denote: 
M,(r)=sup{ If(z)]: IzI =r}. W e e ine the order p(f) as follows: d f 
~(f)=~=inf{p>O:ZlR~Vr>R~ M,(r)<exp(r”)}. (1.1) 
If 0 -C p -C co, then we define the type a(f) as follows: 
u(f) =a=inf{ v>O:!lR,V’r>R, Mf(r)<exp(~rP)}. (l-2) 
Equivalently, 
P(f) = rl+w sup 
ln+ln+Mf(r) ln+Mr( 7) 
In r 
and o(f)= lim sup rp , 
r-00 
where lnfa = In max(1, a). 
If f(z) = C~+c,, z” is an entire function, then 
p(f)= lim sup -n In n 
n-cc ln 1% I ’ 
and 
u(f)= lim sup 
n 1 c, 1 P’n 
n+* ep ’ 
if 0 < p(f) -c 00 (see, e.g., [3]). 
If f is a function holomorphic at the origin but meromorphic in C (with a finite number of 
poles), then the Taylor coefficients in (1.3) and (1.4) have to be replaced by some coefficients of 
the Pad6 approximants of f. However, the generalizations of the above formulas, obtained in [4], 
may be applied only if we know the exact number of poles of f. The aim of this paper is to give 
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such generalizations of 
type of a meromorphic 
2. The main result 
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the formulas (1.3) and (1.4) that enable us to compute the order and the 
function with a finite but unknown number of poles. 
Let f be a function holomorphic in a neighbourhood of the origin. For a pair of nonnegative 
integers (N, M) we define the (N, M)th Pad6 approximant ftN,MI (if it exists) as the only 
rational function that satisfies the following conditions (see [l]): 
(i) the numerator of jt,v,MI is a polynomial of degree not greater than N and the denomina- 
tor is a nonzero polynomial of degree not greater than M; 
(ii) f(z) -ftN,MI(~) = O(zNtM+‘) in a neighbourhood of the origin. 
Denote by C(0, r) the circle of radius Y, centered at the origin, and by ]] . 11 K the supremum 
norm on the set K. We shall prove the following theorem. 
Theorem 1. Let (m,)F=,, be a sequence of integers such that 
0 < m, < m,,,, 
lim mn= +oo, 
n-cc 
(2.1) 
(2.2) 
In m 
lim sup ,;lrt<l. 
n+oo 
(2.3) 
Assume that there exists such a number k E N that 
m n+1- m,,<k, for every natural n . (2.4) 
Let f be a function holomorphic in a neighbourhood of the origin, meromorphic in C, with m poles 
in 62 (m -C CXZ). Suppose that for every n there exists the Pad; approximant f, = fr,,,,,,,l = PJQ,, 
where P,, and Q, are polynomials with no common divisors of degree higher than zero. Assume that 
II Qn II c(o,l) = 1. Put 
P,(z) = k Pn,iZi, (2.5) 
i=O 
Q,(Z) = IT qn,jZ’, 
;=o 
S,=max{ Ipn,n_il :O<i<k}. 
Then 
n In n 
P(f) = JimW sup In S Y 
n 
(2-6) 
(2.7) 
and, if p E (0, + CCJ), 
u(f)= lim sup 
n(S,)“‘” 
iI’ en . 
(2.8) 
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3. Proof of the equality (2.7) 
Denote: 
- 
p. = lim sup 
n In n 
In S, 
and v0 = lim sup 
n(S,)“‘” 
rl’M n-a, ep . 
Denote by cl, S2, . . . , {,,, the poles of f (not necessarily distinct). Put 
Q(z)=(z-&)...:(Z-{J= &$i. 
i=O 
There exists an entire function + such that f = G/Q. Obviously, p( +) = p( f ). 
First, we shall prove (2.7). It follows from the definition of f, that 
$(z)Q,(z) - P,(z)Q(z) = O(Z~+~,+~). 
Let P ” (z) Q( z) = C”l+n~cn) ’ , o , z. Then for m,>m, 
pc4 = 1 
I / 
f'n(z)Q(z) dz_ 1 $ 
hi C(O,R) ~l+l 2ai 
+)Q,(z) dz 
C(0.R) ZZfl 
Hence, due to the Bernstein-Walsh inequality (see, e.g., [5]), 
Choose p > p(f) and S E (0, 1) such that 6~ > p( f ). Then, by (l.l), 
) p,‘“’ ) 6 exp( R”“) Rmn-‘, 
for R large enough. Let now 1 = n + m -j, 0 <j G k. Then, 
and, by (2.3), 
for large n. Put R = (n/p) llap. Then, for n large enough, 
We get from (2.3) and (3.1) that 
PZ?, = Pn,n%?l~ 
(3.1) 
(3.2) 
(3.3) 
(3.4 
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where (Y, = 1 and (Y_~ = 0 for every natural p. Whence we have that 
P n,n 
= pw n+??t, 
and for every j G k there exist yji, 0 < i <j, such that yji only depend on the coefficients ((Y,), 
and 
Pn,n-j = i VjiP,‘Y’,-i. 
i=O 
Put y = max{ 1 yji 1 : 0 G i <j < k}. Then, by (3.4), 
I Pn,n-jl G tj+l)Y(y)n'rY 
and, consequently, 
Hence, p0 G p for p > p(f) and, consequently, p. < p( f ). 
In order to show that p. >, p(f), we shall first prove that for every R 3 ~-IT’ there exists 
d, E [R, R + $eT’] such that for every n, 
IQ,(z) 12 (20n2d,)-“” for ]z] =d,. (3.5) 
Fix R and n. Denote by {,,1,. . . , S,,,; 
and ) s;2,j I > 3R for I, <j < mi. Define: 
the zeroes of Q,. Assume that I S,,i 1 < 3R for j < I, 
Q,,,(Z) = (z - L,I) . ... + - L,,>, 
Q,,,(z) = (z - L,,,,+I) * ... + - Ln:). 
Since I] Q, I] c(O,l) = 1, we have: 
I Q,,,(z) I I Qrz,2(4 I 
I “(‘) ’ ’ II Qn,l II c(o.1) II Qrz,2 II c(o.1) ’ 
Let R G ( z 1 < 2R. Then 
> lQ&)l 2 3R-Izl ~ Q&)l 
’ (5R)‘” i=l,+l 3R +R (20R)“” ’ 
Denote by 0, the set {z: 1 Q,,,(Z) I > n-2’, }. Then, by the Cartan lemma [2], 0, can be covered 
by a family of discs whose sum of diameters does not exceed 4ene2. Hence, there exists d,, 
R G d, G R + $eT2 -c 2R, such that the circle C( 0, d,) does not intersect any of the sets 0,. 
Then for z E C( 0, dR), I Q,,,(z) I > np2’n >, ne2”‘n for every positive integer n. This closes the 
proof of (3.5). 
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Choose a number R, 2 20 such that the function Mf( R) increases if R 2 R,. Choose R >, R,. 
Then for 1 z 1 = d, we have: 
I ‘(‘> -~,(‘> I = 2~iQ(~)Q.(z) J ~(~>Q,<~>z"+~~+' dS 
C(0,2R) {n+mn+l(S - z) 
M#Aw dl? 1 
’ IQ(z)1 
4 
(20n2d;)mnp 
(2R)” 2R - d, ’ 
where n, is an arbitrary integer. 
Since equality (2.7) is obvious for f being a rational function, we may assume that $ is not a 
polynomial. Then, 
Mf(R) GM,&) G II fn, 11 qo,d,) + f II fn -fn-1 II C(O,d,) 
n=n,+l 
G 2 fi II fn -fn-I II C(O,dR), (3.6) 
n=n,+l 
when R is great enough. 
Consider the function 
fn -fn-1 = PnQn--l - Pn-IQ,, Qn-IQ, . 
If I z I = d,, then we get from (3.5) that 
I f,(z) -fn-l(z) I G @n24d2”” I P,(z)Q,-dz) - P,-dz)Qnb) I. 
On the other hand, 
f,(z) -fA4 = [f(z) -fn&)l - [f(Z) -f,(z)1 = O(Zn+mn-‘)* 
Thus, there exists a polynomial II, of degree not greater than k, such that 
P,(z)Q,-l(z) - P,-l(z)Q,(z) = IT,(z)z”+~~-~. 
If m, = m,+ then K(z) =Pn,nqn-l,m,m,. If m, > m,_,, then II, is a polynomial of degree not 
greater than k, := m, - m,_, - 1 and 
II,(z) = ; 7rn,;zi, 
i=O 
where 
k,+l 
VT n.0 =Pn,nqn-l,m,_, - C Pn-l,n-i4n,m,_,+i, 
i=l 
k,+l 
7T n,l = - iF2 Pn-l,n+l-i4n,m,_,+i7 
%,k, = -Pn-l,n-14n,m; 
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By the Cauchy inequalities, 1 qn,; 1 < 1. Hence, 1 T,,~ 1 < (k + 1) max(S,_,, S,) and II,(z) G 
2k2 max(S,_,, S,,) / zk I for 1 z I 2 1. 
It follows from (3.5) and (3.6) that 
M!(R) G 2 c (20n2d,)2”“2k2d~ max(S,_,, S,)di+“n-l. 
II>??, 
Hence, by (2.3), there exists X E (0, l), n, >, no and RA >, R. such that 
Choose a number S > 0. Consider the function 
d;’ 
f4x)= (l+s)“9 xE(O, +4. 
It can be easily verified that there exist two positive constants A, and B, depending only on 6 
and A, such that 
U*(X) < exp(A,(ln d,)“), for every x. 
Hence, 
M,(R) < exp(A,(ln d,)B6) E m=@,-,, S,)((l + a)&)” 
n=n,+l 
Finally, 
G exp(&(ln dR)BS) sup { max(S,_,, S,)((l + 26)d,)“} 5 ((’ +S)dR)” 
Y n=no ((1 + 2a)d,)“. 
h+(R) < y exp( A,(ln dR)B”8) sup { max(S,-,, S,)((l + 28)d,)“}. (3.7) 
Y 
Choose a number p > po. Then there exists a constant K,, such that S,, < K,(n + l)-(nfl)‘P. 
Thus, it follows from (3.7) that 
M,(R) < F exp(A,(ln dR)BS)KPsup { n-“‘“((1 + 26)d,)“}. 
n 
Hence, 
Mf(R) ql F exp( A,(ln dR)‘” + (1 + 26)“tdg). 
This implies that p(f) G I_L. But p can be chosen as close to p. as we wish. Hence, p(f) < po. 
This closes the proof of (2.7). 
4. The proof of (2.8) 
The idea of the proof of (2.8) is similar to the one of (2.7). Choose a number v > a(f). Then, 
by (1.2), M,(R) < exp( vRP) for R great enough. Then, reasoning similarly as in Section 3, we get 
from (3.2) that 
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s, < (k + l)y exp( vRP) Rn--nh * (4-1) 
Put R=(n/(vp)) vp Then it follows immediately from (4.1) that v0 < Y, whence we get that . 
a(f) 2 vo* 
On the other hand, let v be greater than vo. Then we get from (3.7) that 
q(R) G yK(‘) exp(A,(ln d,)“)sup((~j~‘P[(l +26)d,]“), 
n 
where KC”’ is a constant. Hence, 
a(f) < (1+ 2qpv. 
Since 8 can be chosen as small as we wish and v is arbitrarily close to vo, we get as a 
conclusion that a(f) G vo. This closes the proof. 
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